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South Africa in Revolt 
At least fifty people were killed and 200 

injured in an uprising marking the June 16 
anniversary of the 1976 Soweto riots. 
Schoolchildren protesting racially segre
gated and low-quality education took to the 
streets, frustrated by their inability to 
peacefully change these conditions. The 
police attacked them with teargas arid guns. 
Riots broke out in Capetown, Johannes
burg, Port Elizabeth, Bloemfontein, and 
other parts of the country. 

Workers have gone on massive general 
strikes, bringing many of the major 
industries to a grinding halt. The VW, Ford, 
and GM factories in Capetown were all shut 
down and the closing of an auto parts factory 
threatens to close down all the auto 
industries in South Africa. 

Throughout this sweeping unrest, police 
have banned reporters from entering 
"trouble spots" and all meetings of more 
than 10 people are illegal. 

The current unrest follows two months of 

militant activity in South Africa. A powerful 
blow against the South African regime was 
the June 1 bombing of three huge SASOL 
co al-to-oil gasification plants. The ex
plosions and fires caused at least $10 million 
damage to the fuel conversion projects. The 
African National Congress (ANC), the 
banned South African liberation movement, 
took responsibility for this action. 

The South African people have also taken 
up a campaign to free Nelson Mandela, 
leader of the ANC who is imprisoned for life 
on Robben Island, South Africa's prison 
island for revolutionaries. 

South Africa has reached that point where 
the rulers can no longer rule and the people 
will no longer be ruled. The liberation victory 
in Zimbabwe was a great inspiration to the 
South African people, and they are now 
taking the situation into their own hands. 
While the liberation struggle still faces many 
difficulties, the days of apartheid are 
numbered. 0 
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What is Apartheid? 
By Teresa Stern 

Apartheid (A-PART-HATE) is the 
system of legalized racism in South Africa in 
which people of color are denied equal rights 
and even citizenship. People are categorized 
and divided by the white government 
according to their racial and ethnic 
background. People in each of the four 
official race categories-White, African, 
Asian, and Coloured (people of mixed black 
and white ancestry)-are forced to carryon 
their lives separately. They live in separate 
communities and are not allowed to enter an 
area designated for another race unless they 
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carry a special permit. Schools, laws, and 
jobs, as well as recreational, medical, and 
bureaucratic . facilities are all classified 
according to race. This system, comparable 
to Nazi Germany, has been condemned by 
most nations in the world. 

The ruling white regime in South Africa 
did not create the apartheid system simply 
because they wanted to tyrannize black 
people. The key to apartheid is that it 
creates huge profits for the few white people 
who rule the country. Without apartheid, the 
white owners of industry would not be able 
to rake in huge profits by paying subhuman 
wages to black people. 

This system is designed with the intent of 
maintaining and extending racist rule in 
South Africa. According to this plan, the 
future South Africa will be entirely divided 
by race. No black person will be a citizen of 
South Africa. Instead, "tribal homelands" 
are being established by the white 
government, and eventually all Blacks will 
be forced to become "citizens" of their 
"homeland", which will include only people 
of the same ethnic group. Black people are 
83 % of the population, and the homelands 
total 13% ofthe land mass. The other 87 % of 
the land belongs to the whites, who are 17% 
of the population. The homelands (also 
called "bantustans") have been located on 
the most infertile, unproductive land in the 
country, and the Africans forced into these 
areas suffer from extreme poverty, mal
nutrition, severely inadequate health care, 
and poor education. 



Editor's Note 
This issue of the newsletter is wholly 

deuoted to South A fri ca, and much of the 
content is historical rather than current 
euents . In light of the important new 
deuelopments unfolding at this moment in 
South Africa, we belieue it is crucial that 
people aquaint themselues with the back
ground leading up to the current situation. We 
haue therefore chosen to prouide material 
explaining the basic nature of the 
apartheid system and the role of the US in 
sustaining the South A frican regime. 

Blacks are permitted to come to the cities 
only if they have ID's proving that they are 
employed. They are allowed to work only on 
a temporary contract basis, and their unions 
are not legally recognized. Strikes are illegal. 
If black people work in the cities, they must 
live in townships which are designated for 
their racial classification. African townships, 
like the homelands, are extremely poor and 
do not adequately provide basic facilities 
like water, plumbing, electricity, food stores, 
roads, schools, or health care. 

Black people in South Africa are not 
allowed to vote or own land. 

This system is enforced by a brutal and 
powerful police force and army. People who 
try to resist this system (whether black or 
white) are imprisoned, killed, or banned. 
Banned individuals can only live and move 
around in a very restricted area-one 
neighborhood or town. They are not allowed 
to meet with more than one or two people or 
speak in public, and cannot teach, write for 
publication, or be quoted by the press. 
Banning is also applied to organizations and 
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South African women demand release of ANC leader 
Ne lson Mandela. 

publications. A banned organization cannot 
legally exist in South Africa, and it is illegal 
to own or distribute banned publications. 
There are over 20,000 publications banned 
in South Africa. 

The people of South Africa have bravely 
resisted the apartheid system since the 
beginning of the century. For decades they 
used peaceful means of protest like 
demonstrations and boycotts. But their 
nonviolence was met with gunfire by the 
South African police, and the people learned 
through experience that they could not 
peacefully change the regime . Several 
organizations recognized this and called for 
armed struggle to defeat the regime. The 
bloody Soweto uprisings of 1976 in which at 
least six hundred Africans died marked a 
new stage in the struggle. The overthrow of 
apartheid will undoubtedly cost many more 
lives, but the people of South Africa cannot 
be held down much longer. 0 
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US Public Opinion: 
Can South Africa Buy It? 

By Bunny Olsen 

Ed.'s Note: This article is based on the 
research of Karen Rothmyer which first 
appeared in an article published in The 
Nation, April 19, 1980. 

One day in February 1974, six white South 
Africans gathered in the office of Prime 
Minister John Vorster to secretly discuss 
how to fight their country's growing 
international isolation. 

Eschel Rhoodie, Secretary of Informa
tion, pushed for more than a public relations 
offensive. He told the group, "I want you to 
approve not an information asset but a 
propaganda war in which no rules or 
regulations would count." The plan, inspired 
by CIA contacts in the US, was settled and 
secret funds were allocated. Rhoodie along 
with General Hendrik Van den Bergh, head 
of South Africa's Bureau of State Security 
(BOSS) then orchestrated between 160 and 
180 secret projects through 1978 costing 
$100 million. 

US operations ranged from wining and 
dining Congresspersons to secretly bank
rolling the purchase of American news
papers, underwriting phony academic 
conferences and sponsoring golfing junkets 
for US business leaders. 

The scheme was uncovered in a 
Watergate-like scandal late last year and in 
the end all the participants were driven out of 
office or retired. Rhoodie is now appealing a 
fraud conviction. 

Independent interviews, together with 

South African and European press reports, 
tapes made by Rhoodie, and-the findings of a 
South African board of inquiry known as the 
Erasmus Commission show that Rhoodie 
was able to work his way with ease into some 
of the most powerful offices in America. 

US operations ranged from 
wining and dining Congress
persons to secretly bankrolling 
the purchase of American 
newspapers, underwriting phony 
academic conferences and spon
soring golfing junkets for US 
business leaders. 

Michigan Man Acts as Agent 
For South Africa 

John McGoff, a frustrated would-be 
tycoon from Michigan, was a vital connection 
between the South African Information 
Agency and the US. The following are some 
of the dirty tricks played by McGoff 
operating as a South African agent. 
• South Africa gave McGoff $10 million to 
buy the Sacramento Union and weeklies in 
Texas and California after attempts failed to 
buy The Washington Star. 
• In 1975 McGoff used $1.7 million of 
South African money to buy a half interest in 
UPITN, the second largest news-film 
producer and distributor in the world. 
• In 1977 McGoff sold half of his 
California interests to Richard Mellon 

Scaife who also owns Forum World 
Features, a known CIA front in London. 



• Former executives of McGoff news
papers admit they were occasionally ordered 
to run pro-South Africa articles and were 
supplied with magazines and other materials 
extolling South Africa. They deny any 
inference that McGoff shaped editorial 
policy. 
• 1974: McGoff arranged meetings be
tween South African officials and Vice
President Gerald Ford, an old friend from 
Michigan .. 
• 1976: McGoff testified before Congress 
on the importance of continuing US-South 
African economic ties. 
• 1978: McGoff urged business leaders to 
give money to defeat Senator Dick Clark of 
Iowa, chairperson of the Senate Sub
committee on African Affairs, whom McGoff 
described as having a "penchant for the 
destruction of South Africa." 
• McGoff is now being investigated for 
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violating federal law by acting as an un
registered foreign agent for South Africa and 
using secret South African money to gain 
control of US companies. McGoff denies the 
charges. 

South African Money for US Politicians 
• Rhoodie claims that secret South African 
funds have gone into several US political 
campaigns, including: $250,000 in 1978 to 
defeat Dick Clark; $20,000 in 1976 to aid the 
Carter New York State primary campaign; 
$150,000 to defeat Senator John Tunney of 
California; and $3.9 million channeled into 
the Ford presidential campaign in 1976. All 
the parties alleged to have benefited deny 
the donations but funds could have been 
funneled through third parties and the 
beneficiaries could be unaware of the real 
sources. 

(Continued on page 10) 
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South Africa has launched a multimillion-do//ar propaganda campaign to disguise a brutal 
po/ice s/o/c. 
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US Props Up Racist RegilDe 
By Jeanne Raisler 

The SASOL fuel plants that were bombed 
on June 1 provide a dramatic example of the 
US presence in South Africa. The State
owned SASOL projects were built at a cost of 
billions by Fluor Corporation of Irvine, 
California, one of the largest engineering and 
construction firms in the world. The Fluor
SASOL connection is but one example of the 
broad and deep ties that exist between the 
US and South African corporations and 
governments. 

Importance of South Africa to the US 
Ties with South Africa are important to the 

US government for a variety of economic, 

Worker at a South African Coca Cola plant. 

political, and military reasons. South Africa 
is very rich in natural resources needed by 
the US: gold, chromium, manganese, 
antimony, asbestos, cobalt, and uranium. 

South Africa provides an ideal climate for 
US businesses to reap big profits. The labor 
force is very poor and tigMly controlled. Most 
political organizations are banned and 
strikes are illegal. South African state 
subsidies and tax incentives strongly 
encourage foreign investment. 

The US also sees South Africa as a trusty 
ally and a bulwark against national liberation 
and socialism in Southern Africa. 

US Economic Role in South Africa 
US companies and banks are heavily 

invested iJ:? South Africa and play an 
important role in supporting the apartheid 
state. 

The US is the second largest investor in 
South Africa (after Great Britain), ac
counting for 17% of foreign investment 
there. Even more important, the US 
supplies both sorely-needed technology and 
capital, helping South Africa to become self
sufficient in computer technology, atomic 
energy, manufacturing, and oil refining. 

Many US firms are household words in 
South Africa. Ford and General Motors 
control % of the South African auto market. 
Goodyear, General, and Firestone dominate 
tire sales. Exxon, Mobil, and Caltex run fuel 
imports, Kelloggs leads the cereal market, 
and IBM holds a near-monopoly on data 
processing. 

US companies are receiving more and 
more criticism at home and abroad for doing 



business with South Africa. They justify 
their role by arguing that the US presence 
plays a progressive role in South Africa. 
Their argument goes something like this: US 
firms will provide more jobs and benefits for 
black workers and the profits of a booming 
economy will trickle down to the black 
majority. If the US pulls out, other 
multinationals who are less concerned with 
human rights will take over and act worse. In 
sum, US corporations argue that their 
presence in South Africa will undermine 
apartheid. 

The reality is just the opposite. US bank 
loans and corporations support and extend 
the white-controlled economy. They help 
South Africa to survive despite con
demnation by the rest of the world. 

The Sullivan Principles 
Many US firms proudly point to the 

Sullivan Principles to demonstrate their 
progressive role in South Africa. Reverend 
Leon Sullivan, a black former civil rights 
activist and member of the GM Board of 
Directors, devised a code of conduct for 
firms doing business in South Africa. 120 US 
corporations have signed the Principles, 

Mobil Oil has $ 1.3 billion invested in Sou th Africa. 

which pledge them to employ fair, nonracial 
labor practice. Actually, the Sullivan 
Principles cannot be enforced and only serve 
as a public relations device to justify profit
making from apartheid. 

US employers follow apartheid law and 
custom in enforcing wage differentials, 
segregation, and black subordination in their 
workplaces. They have been quite satisfied 
to pay black workers one-fifth of white 
wages for the same work and to crush union 
drives in their plants. 

According to a secret General 
Motors plan for civil unrest, 
white workers and the South 
African police would form a "GM 
Command" to protect and direct 
black workers at gunpoint. 
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The shared interests between US firms 
and the South African government is clearly 
shown by a secret General Motors plan for 
civil unrest drawn up after the Soweto 
uprisings of 1976. The 1977 plan assumes 
that white workers and the South African 
police would form a "GM Command" to 
protect the plants and direct black workers 
at gunpoint if necessary. GM would take 
over the Ministry of Defense and would 
manufacture vehicles for use in a civil war 
against South African blacks. 

South African Blacks Oppose 
US Corporate Presence 

How do South African Blacks feel about 
the US presence in their country? According 
to a confidential report to the State 
Department by the US Ambassador to 
South Africa, opinion is divided. Some 

(Continued on page 8) 
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US PROPS RACIST REGIME 
(Continued from page 7) 
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feel that foreign investment is needed, but 
the large majority believe that it only props 
up apartheid. According to Bishop Manas 
Bathelezu of the BlackPeople's Convention: 
"We know that there will be suffering [if 
foreign corporations withdraw], but we 
realize that it is by suffering that something 
better may happen. We don't mind taking 
the consequences." Oliver Tambo, acting 
president of the African National Congress, 
states the position clearly: "We demand 
total isolation of the racist regime-no 
investment and withdrawal of existing 
investment." 

US Foreign Policy Toward South Africa 
T he basic objective of the US in Southern 

Africa is to maintain long-range security of 
profits in the region. The US refuses to 
isolate South Africa because she is a rich and 
strong ally in an increasingly socialist part of 
the world. 

The US set a low priority on African policy 
until very recently. But history has de
manded a new response. The defeat of 

Portuguese colonialism in Mozambique and 
Angola, the liberation of Zimbabwe, and 
escalation of the freedom struggles in 
Namibia and especially South Africa all spell 
increasing resistance to apartheid and 
foreign domination of the region. 

So Carter and his spokesman, former U.N. 
Ambassador Andrew Young proclaimed a 
new African policy-verbal support for 
human rights and majority rule. The US 
knows that the white minority regimes are 
doomed, fears socialism in Africa, and seeks 
the establishment of black governments 
friendly to Western investments. But the US 
has consistently opposed isolating South 
Africa and urges peaceful change through 
continued dealings. Andrew Young was fond 
of arguing the "US is a progressive force" 
thesis, yet in 1977 he vetoed UN economic 
sanctions against South Africa. 

For all Carter's talk, the human rights of 
the black majority take a back seat to US 
corporate security in South Africa. 

We can help in this struggle by 
pressuring the US government, 
banks, and corporations to get 
out of South Africa, and by 
building support for the 
liberation movement. 

US Military Support for South Africa 
The US has supplied over $465 million in 

military hardware to South Africa since the 
1963 arms embargo. A recent example is 
offered by the Space Research Corporation, 
a US/ Canadian firm which secretly shipped 
$50 million in artillery shells and the 
technology to produce them to South Africa 
via Barbados and Antigua in 1978. 

US corporat ions supply the South African 
police with vehicles and oil. 



The US also helps South Africa develop 
nuclear technology. The two countries have 
had a nuclear cooperation pact since 1957. 
The US has trained more than 250 nuclear 
experts, and built the Pelindaba nuclear 
reactor outside Pretoria, which is run by 
IBM computers. 

Finally, the US has not stopped the 
recruitment of American mercenaries to 
South Africa, although this activity is illegal. 

US Out of South Africa 
As national liberation and socialism 

sweep across Southern Africa, the South 
African state is increasingly isolated. The 
economic growth and strength of South 
Africa increasingly depends on her Western 
allies, especially the US. 

The US presence in South Africa is a 
powerful force economically, diplomatically, 
and militarily. It is allied with the white 
minority regime and directly supports 
apartheid. There is no way that US 
corporations can be a progressive force in 
South Africa. The US presence strengthens 
the South African government, increasing 
its ability to control and exploit black 
Africans. Continued US support and in
vestment only makes apartheid more brutal. 
T he only positive step t he US can take is to 
withdraw! 

We can help in this struggle by pressuring 
the US government, banks, and corporations 
to get out of South Africa, and by building 
support for the liberation movements. 

Banks that loan money to South Africa 
and corporations which invest in apartheid 
have been targeted by groups all over the 
country. Unions are withdrawing pension 
funds from these banks and stocks from 
corporations. Students are demanding that 
universities take their money out of such 
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banks and corporations. . Churches have 
initiated similar actions. A national 
organization called the Committee to 
Oppose Bank Loans to South Africa has 
been working for ten years, and in 1979 $127 
million was withdrawn from banks loaning 
money to South Africa. Some cities and 
states (Berkeley, for instance, and the State 
of Massachusetts) have passed laws dis
couraging investments in South Africa. If 
you'd like to get involved in supporting the 
liberation of South Africa, find out about 
activities going on in your area or contact 
SAOC, P.O. Box 11376, San Francisco, 
California 94101. 0 
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US PUBLIC OPINION 
(Continued from page 5) 

businessman Werner Ackerman who 
entertained at least a dozen Representatives 
and one Senator in South Africa in 1974- 75. 
At least five of the Congresspersons were 
warned by the State Department about the 
South African government funding. All five 
either deny or have forgotten if they were 
warned. 
• Several of these Americans can be 
directly linked to later events where they 
displayed pro-South African stands in the 
Congress or in the Press. For example, 
Meldrin Thomson, Governor of New 
Hampshire, returned from a Rhoodie 
financed visit to South Africa to declare 
that Soweto, the black ghetto township , "is 
just wonderful" as a place to live. 

Sou'elo: "A (conde/1id place 10 live. " 

• Rhoodie financed South African 
superstar golfer Gary Player in an attempt to 
counter efforts aimed at discouraging US 
investment in South Africa. On at least three 

occasions Player invited ten to fifteen top
level business persons to South Africa for 
two-week trips. Player would golf with them 
and escort them on tours of business and 
government offices. the Americans paid the 
airfare but at least once, the rest of the 
visit-including Player's $30,000 fee-was 
picked up by the South African Department 
of Information. 
• In a similar venture Dr. Christian 
Barnard, the heart surgeon, acknowledges 
accepting at least $25,000 to help finance 
international trips. In the US Barnard used 
his prestige to gain influence. He addressed 
a group of congresspersons and met with 
George Meany, then-boss of the AFL-CIO. 

South African Propaganda in the US 
• Rhoodie provided $300,000 to under
write slick supplements on investment in 
South Africa for Business Week. 
• Rhoodie subsidized the Christian League 
of South Africa which sent members around 
the US attacking church groups that op
posed US economic involvement in South 
Africa. 
• The secret fund supplied $15 mi:llion to 
underwrite a subtly slanted news magazine , 
To The Point, which Rhoodie distributed 
free in the US and England. 
• Rhoodie financed a $1 million ad 
campaign attacking UN Ambassador 
Andrew Young. 
• Inside South Africa, Americans David 
Witts and Beurt Ser Vaas became part 
owners in a newspaper financed by Rhoodie 
which could easily feed stories to the major 
wire services. Both Witts and Ser Vaas, a 
former CIA agent and close fri end of John 
Connally , deny the claim. 



Rhoodie's revelations and the Erasmus 
report conjure up a picture of a Rhoodie 
information octopus reaching around the 
world with no group-academics, poli
ticians, business, or religious leaders
beyond its range, and the CIA playing an 
unknown, possibly supporting role. 

But even this is not the total picture. The 
. Rhoodie program was only one of several 
operations financed by the South African 
government. The Department of Defense 
spent at least $110 million on secret 
projects during the same period. And there 
is no estimate of what dirty tricks BOSS and 
the Department of Foreign Affairs finance. 

The multi-million dollar ad campaign to 
persuade Americans to buy Krugerrands, 
the South African gold coin, is still another 
example. Launched in 27 cities by a New 
York ad agency during Fall 1977, this 
campaign was a media blitz covering the 
most popular magazines, newspapers , and 
television stations in the country. 
Krugerrand ads are still running today. 

This international image-building is part 
of the desperate attempt to preserve 
apartheid in South Africa. The facts of the 
investigation show that this effort was 
promoted by numerous businessmen, 
politicians, and leaders in the US. 

In the US, most ofthe press was content to 
repreat briefly what was being said in South 
African newspapers at t he t ime of the 
Erasmus report, and then to drop the 
matter. Government figures gave support 
through visits and public endorsements of 
the "new" South Africa. We can only 
speculate as to the full extent of the US 
government's tacit and secret support. It 
seems that the racist regime of South Africa 
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has found some sure friends in the American 
press and business elite-but most of all, in 
the US government. It is such support that 
keeps apartheid alive. 0 

South Ali'ica 's massiue ad campaign to sell the 
Krugerrand in th e US. 
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In Memory of Walter Rodney, 
Liberation Fighter and Historian 

Dr. Walter Rodney, leader of the 
Working People's Alliance of Guyana, was 
killed by a Guyanese government bomb on 
June 13, 1980. Rodney was assassinated 
because of his opposition to the present 
repressive regime in Guyana, led by Prime 
Minister Forbes Burnham. 

Rodney was an internationally-known 
historian and author · of several books 
including How Europe Underdeveloped 
Africa. He was committed to the struggle for 
the liberation of working people all over the 
world. 

Walter Rodney's death is a great loss, but 
it cannot crush the liberation struggle . 

Instead, it will serve as a testimonial to the 
corruption of the Guyanese regime and an 
inspiration to continue the struggle until 
Guyana is free. 

WHO WE ARE 
The Southern Africa Organizing Com

mittee is an organization in the Bay Area 
committed to the fight against US govern
ment and corporat e support for the racist 
regimes of Southern Africa. Standard 
news reports usually do not provide 
enough information about Southern Af
rica and what they do pro.vide is often 
inaccurate. Through this publication we 
hope to keep our readers better informed 
about current events in Southern Africa 
and Bay Area support activities for the 
liberation movements. Our newsletter 
will also be aimed at explaining the con
nections between our struggles against 
racism and oppression in the U.S. and the 
struggles of the Southern African people. 
We welcome your questions, comments, 
and suggestions. D 
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